[Clinical and experimental research on lutongning in treating vascular headache].
Observing the therapeutic effect of 350 cases of vascular headache patients treated with oral Lutongning decoction and goat horn compound separately, and comparing the effects of these two groups' patients, they showed that the former was much better than the latter. The author found that cure rates of these two groups were 75.3% and 56% respectively (P less than 0.01). The medicinal action of the former was also faster than that of the latter, and the time to recover was shorter. So, Lutongning was an effective prescription in the treatment of vascular headache. In order to research the effective mechanism of Lutongning on vascular headache, the animal experiment was carried out. The hot-plate method and acetic acid body-turning method were used for the experiment in rats. After perfusing Lutongning into the rat's stomach, the author found that the reaction times by hot-plate method and the turning times by acetic acid body-turning method were less than those of the control animals. The result showed that the analgetic effect of this decoction was more obvious.